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ABSTRACT

Contemporary customer journey mapping requires in-depth
research, as well as the ability to reframe a message to fit
its target audience’s multivariate drivers in a digital world:
needs, wants, attitudes, lifestyle, behaviors, emotions and
motivations.
Many marketers focus solely on understanding an
audience‘s functional needs and wants with little regard for
the attitudes, emotions, motivations, platforms, channels
and devices that contribute to the success of a marketing
campaign.
Understanding the functional needs and wants of the
audience is useful in any activity intended to create value,
but the omission of these six additional elements, can yield
an incomplete view of the audience that usually results in a
weak value proposition and/or a poor problem-solution fit.

The key to success is understanding your
audiences functional needs as well as their
attitudes, emotions, behaviors and lifestyles.
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CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
When you finish reading this chapter you will understand why:

Explosion in digital media
has created unprecedented
complexity for marketers
(publishers).

Customer journey mapping
enables marketers
(publishers) to better
understand audiences.

Deep understanding of
audiences helps marketers
design products, services
and communications
that solve issues or
opportunities.

Research is necessary to
inform customer journey
mapping.

Marketers must understand
more than just the functional
needs and wants of their
audiences; they must
also know their attitudes,
emotions, motivations,
platforms, channels and
devices.

Omission of essential
elements in customer
journey mapping can result
in a weak value proposition
and/or a poor problemsolution fit.
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THE SETUP
Natalie, the marketing director for an online food and lifestyle media organization, is
keen to expand the revenue sources for her organization by creating new content that
millennials will value, and that advertisers will support.
She believes an opportunity lies in appealing to local
millennials who spend freely on food and entertainment,
and travel frequently to the beach town 70 miles from
the city they work and live in. The successful young
adults enjoy discovering and exploring new places, and
they appreciate food, wine and entertainment.
If Natalie can better understand her target audience,
she may be able to design value-added content, or a
product or service that would generate revenue for her
employer. She must discern the behaviors, attitudes,
motivations, issues and opportunities that drive these
young mobile professionals.
Lately there has been an explosion in digital media—
with social media new websites popping up daily--so
she is unsure what content to provide, in what format,
where, and how to offer it so that millennials and
potential advertisers see its value.
Natalie knows she needs to analyze this local audience so as to better understand them, but how?
And how should Natalie analyze millennials within the context of digital media, with its growing numbers
of channels, media and platforms with which marketers can reach audiences?
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EXPLOSION IN DIGITAL MEDIA
Any content that has been encoded to a machine-readable format is considered
digital media. Typically, the content that comprises digital media includes text, audio,
video, images, games or gaming, web pages and websites, social media, data and
databases, and electronic books. The trifecta of increased computing power, growing
storage capacity, and the ubiquity of smartphones (in the hands of more than 2.3 billion
users worldwide) has created an explosion in digital media (eMarketer, 2016). Digital
media has transformed 21st century society in a way that is comparable to the cultural,
economic and social impact of the printing press invented by Johannes Gutenberg
around 1440 (Dewar, 1998).
The explosion of digital media that has created entirely new channels, mediums and
platforms has also brought unprecedented complexity to marketers’ work.

DEFINITIONS
01. CHANNEL
A marketing or distribution channel comprises the organization, people
and activities necessary to transfer goods from production to consumption,
including web, telephone, email, social, direct and experiential (bricks and
mortar) (Bowersox & Cooper, 1992; Doyle, 2016; Weitz & Jap, 1995)

02. MEDIUM
A marketing medium is the means of promoting or communicating messages
to a target audience (Duncan & Moriarty, 1998; Harmon et al, 1999). Mediums
are typically grouped into two categories: traditional mediums such as print,
radio, television, direct mail and telephone; and digital mediums such as email,
social, pay per click marketing, display, search engine marketing, augmented
or virtual reality, and mobile marketing. Spending on digital mediums has now
surpassed annual television spend (Slefo, 2017).

03. PLATFORM
A platform is a foundation or base (in digital media, often an Internet Service
Provider, or ISP; in mobile media, an application or “app”) that provides
an opportunity for a brand or individual to publicly communicate as either
sender or receiver, in real time (Doyle, 2016). Digital media platforms include
Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest, LinkedIn, SnapChat, etc.
(Chaffey & Ellis-Chadwick, 2016; Neti, 2011).
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As the diversity of channels, media and platforms has grown, so has the breadth of
consumer brand experiences. A 2014 study revealed that a typical adult sees or hears
between 4,000 – 10,000 advertising and brand exposures each day (Marshall, 2015;
Simpson, 2017). Brand exposures can be traditional and visual, such as seeing logos
on products around the house, like a Bose speaker or Whirlpool dishwasher (Marshall,
2015). Conventional ad exposure locations like television, radio, or the Internet are
joined by ads in nontraditional places. Eggs, subway tunnels, and even urinals are used
as branding locations (Johnson, 2006). The irony of having more ways for marketers to
reach consumers is that it has never been harder for them to truly connect. Consumers

Of the 4,000 – 10,000
advertising and brand
exposures one sees each
day, estimates show
consumers are only aware
of 86 – and just 12 of those
make any impression.

are fast-moving
targets in frenetic
environments
exposed to myriad
devices, channel blur,
message proliferation
and collapsed
transaction times. Of
the 4,000 – 10,000
advertising and brand
exposures one sees
each day, estimates
show consumers
are only aware of
86 – and just 12
of those make any

impression (Johnson, 2014). Still some brands understand their audiences well enough
that consumers desire their products, services and communications for years. Customer
journey mapping provides these brands this deep understanding of their audience(s).
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPPING
A customer journey map is a contemporary
approach to help a brand or an organization
better understand its audience, namely its
customers and prospects (Edelman, 2010; Shaw
& Ivens, 2005; Temkin, 2010; van Bommel et al.,
2014). Most organizations are reasonably good
at gathering data from surveys, transactions
and digital interactions on their customers and
prospects. But gathering data often doesn’t
provide the deeper context; the attitudes,
emotions and motivations experienced by the
target audience. Data rarely communicates the
true frustrations and experiences of customers,
so that marketers are often solving the wrong
issue or creating the wrong opportunity. A story
can do that, and one of the best storytelling tools
u¬sed by marketers is a customer journey map
(Edelman, 2010; van Bommel et al., 2014).
Customer journey mapping tells the longitudinal
story of the target audience’s experience
from initial contact, through the process of
engagement, on into a long-term relationship
(Edelman, 2010; Shaw & Ivens, 2005; Temkin,
2010; van Bommel et al., 2014). A singular
moment can be mapped, or a series of moments
within the journey. Mapping can give an overview
of the entire brand experience.
Customer journey mapping details the specific
moments or interactions over a period of time
that the customer has with the brand throughout
the complete experience (Edelman, 2010; Shaw
& Ivens, 2005; Temkin, 2010; van Bommel et al.,
2014). A contemporary customer journey will not
only reveal a target audience’s or customer’s
functional needs and wants; it will also uncover
the target audience’s emotions, motivations,
platforms, channels and devices (van Bommel et
al., 2014).

A customer journey map is created by conducting
deep, thorough research into a target audience
(Edelman, 2010; Shaw & Ivens, 2005; Temkin,
2010; van Bommel et al., 2014). Four research
methods are generally used for customer journey
mapping: secondary research, ethnographies,
depth interviews, and focus groups (each of these
methods is described in detail in the section
titled Analyzing Audiences for Customer Journey
Mapping). Customer journey mapping can take
many forms. The most effective forms include an
infographic to dramatize the journey of the target
audience, focusing on an issue or opportunity that
occurred within the entirety of the journey. The
goal of customer journey mapping is to identify
a primary issue or opportunity for a marketer to
solve for a target audience, and subsequently
recommend an appropriate value proposition or
value creation solution (Edelman, 2010; Shaw &
Ivens, 2005; Temkin, 2010; van Bommel et al.,
2014).
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VALUE PROPOSITION
A value proposition is often the most important
thing that a firm can do to organize its operational
efficiencies and demonstrate offerings to customers
(Webster, 2002; Payne and Frow, 2005).
A compelling value proposition is the basis for the product, brand or organization’s sales, marketing, and
product development efforts. A value proposition is also usually a key part of the strategic and business
planning process. Some potential benefits of creating a clear, compelling value proposition are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It creates a strong distinction for a product, service or brand versus competitors.
It can increase product, service or brand revenues.
A value proposition can help gain market share among targeted segments.
It can improve operational efficiency.
It helps create effective marketing communications.
A value proposition ensures consistent marketing communications across channels, media
and platforms.

Their increasing importance over the past two decades has necessitated a number of ways to define
value propositions. Lanning (1998) describes an entire set of experiences that a company delivers to its
customers. Payne, Frow, and Eggert (2017) state that a value proposition is an implement used by an
organization designed to showcase how it will provide value to customers. Anderson, Narus, and van
Rossum (2006) found that there are three types of value propositions: all benefits, favorable points of
difference, and resonating focus.
For the ‘all benefits’ approach to value propositions, the marketer showcases each benefit that can be
supplied to customers, regardless of whether a given customer actually wants them. With a ‘favorable
points of difference’ approach, the marketer focuses on distinguishing those benefits that are different
from competitors. The third type of value proposition posited by the authors, using a ‘resonating focus,’ is
considered the most effective. It focuses on communicating a few key differences that deliver the greatest
benefit to customers without communicating less-important benefits or those less likely to be appealing.
It also includes a point of parity (often price) to counter a misconception regarding competitors. Parity is
included because, even with a number of other advantages, a customer may not consider a product or
brand if uniformity is not found in an area like price or shipping time (Anderson, Narus, and van Rossum,
2006). A resonating focus typically involves far more work than any other value proposition, including an
understanding of a market, customer segment, and competition. Customer journey mapping can be used
to help create any of the three approaches to value propositions, but is more commonly used with the
‘resonating focus’ approach.
Regardless of the approach a marketer uses to create value propositions, the first step is to thoroughly
understand the audience (or audiences). The second step is to use the findings from the deep analysis of
the target audience to create a customer journey map.
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ANALYZING AUDIENCES FOR
CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPPING
The first step in the value proposition or value
creation activity is to thoroughly research,
study and understand the audience. This
activity comprises deep research into the target
audience’s needs, wants, attitudes, lifestyle,
behaviors, emotions and motivations.
Because many marketers primarily focus on
understanding the demographic and functional
needs and wants of the audience, they may not
comprehend the importance of understanding
audience attitudes, emotions and motivations.
While an understanding of the needs and wants
of the audience is useful in any value creation
activity, the omission of attitudes, lifestyle,
behavior, emotions and motivations can yield an
incomplete view of the audience and result in
a weak value proposition with a poor problemsolution fit.
To create a customer journey map of a specific
product or service situation, four research
methods are commonly used either individually
or in combination: (1) secondary and syndicated
research; (2) ethnographic research; (3) depth
interviews; (4) focus groups.
Each target audience should be studied
separately, such that if multiple target audiences
are meant to be studied, there will be separate
research projects or activities for each target
audience and product or service situation.

1.

Secondary &
syndicated research
Secondary research is the analysis of
information that has been collected at an earlier
time that may be germane to understanding the
audience targeted for value creation. Syndicated
research is analysis of data performed by an
outside or contracted firm that decides the
population, questions to be asked, and intervals
between studies.
The performance of a single syndicated research
project may be funded by multiple clients
who then share its results and costs. When
marketers are working to deeply understand an
audience, secondary and syndicated sources
can be extremely helpful to provide contextual
information like demographic, behavioral, and
attitudinal data.
One of the best secondary sources for useful
demographic, lifestyle and behavioral audience
information is publicly available data from the US
Census Bureau, Department of Commerce. For
a more comprehensive overview of brand usage,
product and media behavior, and spending
habits, Simmons Research provides a rich array
of attitudinal and psychographic data from a
large sampling of American households.
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2.
Ethnographic research
The field of anthropology dates to the late
1800s (van Maanen, 1988). One of its primary
research methods can be translated as writing
(graphy) about people (ethnos). By the 1980s,
the principles of ethnography had been
applied to marketing and consumer research
to positive gains and new insights (Belk et al.,
2013; Levy, 2005).
Put simply, ethnographic marketing research is
a form of primary research in which customers
are observed in their own environment. This
form of research is useful for exploring how
products and services are used and especially
for spotting audience wants (opportunities
for breakthrough innovations), behaviors,
and emotions. Ethnographic research into
customer targets offers:
• Longer term, in-depth practice of study;
• Observational visits to audiences’
natural environment;
• The collection of multiple types of
qualitative input, such as videos of media
product or service usage, and notes from
interviewers observations;
• Systematic analysis based on coding
(identification of the key issues in
qualitative data), looking for contradictions
(for example, where a customer says
one thing and does another), and
identifying the cultural characteristics of
the customer segment being investigated
(Millen, 2000; Mariampolski, 2005).

The information extracted from ethnographic
research is used to create a customer journey
map. Its performance requires very detailed
observation about the audience members’
behaviors, with as much detail as possible about
the surrounding context for each behavior. The
amount of time spent on ethnographic study can
vary; it is dependent on the product or service
use case scenario of the audience.

3.
Depth Interview
Depth interviews ask probing questions in
order to better understand audience behaviors,
attitudes, emotions and motivations, using
both direct and nondirective techniques (Kvale,
1996; Webb, 1995). Depth interviews typically
lasts between one and two hours. As with
ethnography, the purpose of depth interview
research is to uncover information to derive a
customer journey map, and therefore it is often
helpful to video record the depth interviews so
that the interviewer can concentrate on asking
questions and not taking notes (Kvale, 1996).
and four to six depth interviews. Alternatively,
as long as the product or service focus of the
discussion is not too sensitive for participants to
discuss in public, a researcher or publisher may
wish to exchange the depth interviews for one
small focus group of four to six individuals.
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4.
Focus groups
A focus group is a small group discussion led by
a moderator, generally with six to ten people who
share common characteristics (demographics,
attitudes, etc.). The discussion lasts between one
and two hours (Kitzinger, 1995; Morgan, 1997;
Stewart and Shamdasani, 1990). Discussion is
stimulated by a set of predetermined questions
intended to help researchers deeply understand
audience behaviors, attitudes, emotions and
motivations.
Because focus groups are designed to extract
information for the customer journey map, it is
again helpful to video tape the sessions so that
the interviewer can concentrate on the discussion
and not taking notes.
The four types of research described above need
not become unwieldy or costly, and in fact can be
scaled and conducted with a minimum investment
of time and money. To deeply understand one
type of audience (in a single given product
or service situation) enough to produce a
comprehensive customer journey map, one may
typically conduct as much secondary research
and use as much syndicated data as possible
coupled with four to six ethnographies and four to
six depth interviews.
Alternatively, as long as the product or service
focus of the discussion is not too sensitive for
participants to discuss in public, a researcher
or publisher may wish to exchange the depth
interviews for one small focus group of four to six
individuals.
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IN ACTION: ANALYZING AUDIENCES THROUGH
RESEARCH FOR CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPPING
Let’s return to Natalie, our marketing director of an online food and lifestyle media organization.
Natalie is keen to understand what, how, why and where free-spending millennials who like food,
entertainment, and weekend travel to a nearby beach town, discover and select the places they dine,
sip and entertain themselves.
If Natalie can better understand the ideal audience’s behaviors, attitudes, motivations, issues and
opportunities to discover these venues, she may be able to design a value-added content product or
service for the millennial beach weekend audience that would generate incremental revenue for the
media organization.
To study and understand her target audience, Natalie knows that she needs to conduct thorough
research with them, including one or more of the four methods described earlier. Natalie decides to
combine three of the four research methods because she knows very little about the target audience:
(1) secondary and syndicated research; (2) ethnographies; and (3) focus groups.

SECONDARY AND SYNDICATED RESEARCH

1.

Natalie uses US Census and Simmons Research data to determine what
proportion of the audience in the metro area has a high expenditure for meals
away from home and entertainment. Natalie also uses estimated statistics
published by the Chamber of Commerce to determine the number of visitors by
age group that frequent the nearby beach town on weekends, divided by instate visitors and out-of-state visitors. With this information, Natalie is able to
estimate the size of the audience to determine the potential viability of creating
the new product/service for Millennials. While this information alone does not
provide sufficient information to create a customer journey, it does provide initial
facts about the audience size, as well as contextual information that may be
further explored in the other research methods.

ETHNOGRAPHIES

2.

Natalie and her team recruit several millennial audience members who fit her
classification of spending freely for meals away from home and entertainment
and traveling frequently on weekends to the nearby beach town to participate in
a study. She plans to observe them gathering information about restaurants and
entertainment and making plans to visit food and entertainment venues on their
beach town weekends. Because this type of research is observational, Natalie
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and her team accompany the participants to better understand through observed
behaviors, their attitudes, emotions and motivations. To do so requires both pretravel observational time and at-beach observational time. The ethnographies
that Natalie and her team conduct last between four and eight hours each and
the research participants (audience representatives) in the study are paid an
honorarium for their time.

FOCUS GROUPS

3.

Natalie and her team recruit between six and ten free-spending beach weekend
audience members that fit the correct millennial profile to participate in a group
or “focused” discussion about how they gather information about restaurants and
entertainment, make plans, and execute them. The discussion with the research
participants, led by Natalie, explores how and what information her audience
members gather when selecting and patronizing beach town restaurants and
entertainment, with special emphasis on their behaviors, attitudes, emotions and
motivations. The focus group discussion lasts approximately 90 minutes, and
participants are paid an honorarium for their involvement (Morgan, 1996).
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT A CUSTOMER JOURNEY
MAP FROM PRIMARY RESEARCH
Once the audience research has been completed, the construction of the customer journey map
begins. A map should be completed for each target audience and product or service situation.
There are five steps involved in creating a customer journey map from primary research:
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

Step 1

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Create Persona and Map Blueprint
Evaluate, Prioritize and Identify
Identify Needs, Roles and Processes¬
Summarize Desired Attitudes and Behaviors
Create, Evaluate and Select (Digital) Solutions

CREATE PERSONA AND MAP BLUEPRINT
The first step in customer journey mapping is to create a persona or description of the
audience that is the focus of the study. In media, an audience persona is a semi-fictional,
broad representation of your ideal customer based on the research you conducted. When
creating an audience persona, one should include the audience demographics, general
attitudes, common motivation(s), and any known goals and challenges. An audience
persona should also include relevant text, photos or images.
After completing personas for the audience(s), the work progresses to assembling the data
from the previous research (e.g., analysis of audience from secondary, ethnographic, depth
or focus groups) into a blueprint of the target audience journey. The customer journey may
be considered a customer “job” that needs doing from start to finish, with a large number
of small activities or moments that contribute to its overall completion. The assembled data
from the previous research would have been limited to a pre-determined product or service
situation to focus the exploration and understanding on the moments that comprised the
customer journey or “job.”
To create a blueprint of the audience journey, the following information is extracted and
organized:
• Behaviors: Individual behaviors of the target audience are organized on a timescale from
the start of the activity to the end of the activity into moments. These moments are gleaned
through the qualitative research methods discussed in the preceding section.
• Attitudes and Emotions: For each individual behavior or moment of the target audience
observed, an attitude or emotion is added to the blueprint.
• Direct and Indirect People and Things: To complete the blueprint, between three and five
direct and indirect people and things are identified that were part of the entire journey.
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IN ACTION: CREATE PERSONA AND
MAP BLUEPRINT
Return now to Natalie, our marketing director of an online food and lifestyle media organization.
Through the research she and her team have conducted, they have identified two potential target
audiences and have named them for easy identification: the ‘ideal’ and the ‘PR manager.’ Natalie and
her team next created visual personas to help bring these two audiences to life, as well as provided
additional context to understand the more detailed behaviors, attitudes, emotions and motivations
related to the given product or situation under study (please see Figure 1: Customer Journey Map
Personas).

Fred
IDEAL USER

Eliza
MODERATE USER

Figure 1: Customer Journey Map Personas

On the left is the persona for Fred, who is the ‘ideal’ user and has high expenditures for meals away
from home, entertainment, and frequent weekend trips to the nearby beach town. On the right is
the persona for Eliza, who represents moderate expenditure for meals away from home and low
expenditure for entertainment (and frequent weekend trips to nearby beach town). Even though both
personas represent similar demographics for age, income, education and housing, Natalie and her
team have separated the two personas because they have different media content consumption (e.g.,
“power-user” versus “social”), values and goals.
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Fred, Natalie’s ‘ideal’ user, is an extremely resourceful, cool,
software engineer who likes order, structure and intelligent
design.
Fred is a 29-year-old single male who works and lives in the
metro area. Fred has few hobbies, but is a self-proclaimed
“foodie” who subscribes to Bon Appetit, Food & Wine and
Garden and Gun. One of Fred’s favorite pastimes is to seek
out and discover new food and entertainment venues, and
share these adventures with friends through his engaging
Instagram account.
Natalie and her team create the customer journey
map blueprint of Fred’s behaviors, regarding his initial
exploration, discovery, selection and experience of the
restaurant selection for a Saturday group dinner, extracted
from the ethnographies and focus group discussions they
conducted. The premise for Fred’s customer journey is that, for the second year in a row, Fred and
five of his friends have rented a beach house at the nearby beach town for the entire 15-week summer
season. Fred and his friends typically spend Friday evening through Sunday afternoon at the rented
beach house, and each week one member of the group is tasked with setting up a “group” dinner on
Saturday evening at a local restaurant. Fred’s journey, from beginning to end, provides an opportunity
to bring the research to life by creating a longitudinal story about Fred and his issue of trying to plan a
dinner for his friends:
1. Tuesday

Fred receives a text message from his friend John (who organizes and manages
the week-end beach house duties among the friends) that the weekend after next
is his weekend to plan the group dinner on Saturday evening at a local restaurant.
The assigned duty is to select a dinner venue, solicit and determine the number of
participants, and make the dinner reservation. The housemates’ rule is that dinner
should be under $50/person, including tax, tip and alcohol.

2. Tuesday

Fred sends a text message back to John to confirm he will plan the group dinner on
the Saturday after next (e.g., approximately 1 week and 4 days away).

3. Tuesday

Fred begins by sending his five friends a text to ask for the dinner count for that
specific Saturday, as well as to offer any suggestions for a venue.

4. Wednesday

Fred receives reply text messages back from his beach rental friends that there will be
a total of 14 adults for dinner on the Saturday (several of his beach house-mates are
bringing guests), but no real suggestions for a dinner venue.

5. Wednesday

Fred posts notes out on Facebook and Instagram, asking friends for dinner
recommendations in the nearby beach town.
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6. Thursday

Fred receives only two suggestions from his Facebook and Instagram posts, but as a
self-proclaimed foodie he considers both restaurants to be unacceptable.

7. Thursday

Fred returns home late from work and starts thinking about the group dinner he is
supposed to plan. He is becoming anxious about finding a venue, as he wants to
find his friends a great meal. Even though it’s late and he’s already in bed, he grabs
his mobile phone and opens the Instagram page for the beach town wine and food
festival from previous years for possible venues to consider. At the same time, Fred
opens the Yelp! application for a cross-reference.

8. Thursday

After trolling through the Instagram page for the beach town wine and food festival,
Fred favorites a few interesting restaurant possibilities and marks them in Yelp!
to explore in more detail in the morning. Before he turns out the light, he sends a
Facebook messenger note to a journalist friend of his who works on the lifestyle and
travel desk for the local TV station to see if she may have a recommendation.

9. Friday

Fred searches online for “best seafood dives in the South” hoping that one of these
will be close enough to the beach house they have rented. He finds a 2015 list from
Coastal Living magazine, and discovers that there is a restaurant on the list called
Southern Provisions that is a 30-minute drive from the beach house. Fred is euphoric
because he loves finding hidden “foodie” gems, like Guy Fieri does on “Diners, DriveIns and Dives.” Fred looks up Southern Provisions on Yelp! and discovers that it has
gotten fair reviews, though not excellent. He is undeterred by the lukewarm ratings
and reviews the menu on Yelp. He favorites the restaurant and plans to call later to
make a reservation.

10. Friday

Fred goes directly from work to the beach in the late afternoon. He’s ready for a fun
weekend with his house mates at the beach, and is excited to tell his mates that he
has a fabulous restaurant planned for the following Saturday, but he wants to surprise
them so he doesn’t divulge any more details. He brags and says it may be the best
meal of the summer.

11. Saturday

The group dinner arranged by one of Fred’s other mates is at a BBQ place called
“Pig’s Rule.” Although Fred thinks the food is average, the dinner is fun, relaxing
and engaging. Fred resolves that next Saturday’s dinner will show his friends what a
“hidden local gem” restaurant can offer. He’s completely confident everyone will love
Southern Provisions and he will one-up his mates.

12. Sunday

Fred returns from another relaxing and fun weekend at the beach. He makes a note
to call Southern Provisions in the morning to sort a reservation and finalize plans for
the following Saturday.
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13. Monday

It’s a long day at work and when Fred finally does call Southern Provisions he learns
they are only open Thursday through Sunday.

14. Tuesday

Fred’s journalist friend finally messages him back with several restaurant
recommendations: “Pig’s Rule” and “The Landing General Store and Grill.” Fred
ignores the recommendations because he was unimpressed by Pig’s Rule, and
already has selected Southern Provisions for the dinner.

15. Thursday

Fred calls Southern Provisions to make reservations and discovers that they don’t
take reservations. Moreover, the seating is all on the front lawn and they only sell
beer (no wine, no spirits). Fred thinks the fantastic food will make up for these few
minor inconveniences and creates a link for driving directions on his mobile that he
can text out to his mates on Saturday.

16. Friday

Fred heads for the beach after work. He is so excited for the group dinner on
Saturday, as he believes it will not only be a great group dinner, but also provide a
unique story for his Instagram food blog.

17. Saturday

Fred sends a text message at 2:00pm with the driving directions to his friends for the
7:00pm dinner at Southern Provisions. Fred has planned the dinner so that he will
arrive thirty minutes prior to everyone else in order to obtain seating.

18. Saturday

Fred activates Google Maps with the driving directions to Southern Provisions just
before 6:00pm. Fred arrives at Southern Provisions at approximately 6:30pm. The
venue has a very small parking lot but is just as charming and obscure as he hoped
it would be. He is so excited to try this new, hidden gem that wasn’t on any of the
tourist lists, maps, Instagram or beach food & wine festival. He notices that there are
only a few cars in the parking lot, but discounts the sparse diners due to the relatively
early hour and hot day. Fred enters the little restaurant, walks up to the order counter
and asks to see a menu, which has only a choice of two entrees (shrimp or grouper),
a few sides, drinks and two desserts. He notices that the menu is different from the
one featured online, and starts to get anxious. Fred goes outside and pulls two picnic
tables together to form one big table.

19. Saturday

Fred’s friends arrive at Southern Provisions and settle into the picnic tables. Fred
passes around the menu and explains that they order up at the counter inside when
they are all ready. Fred passes around the menu to his friends, who immediately
begin to tease him about the brevity of the menu as well as the lack of ambiance. In
particular, some members of the group ask to move the picnic tables over under an
obliging oak tree for shade.
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20. Saturday

Fred, his friends and their guests go inside Southern Provisions to order food at
the counter. Half way through the group’s orders, the counter attendant apologizes
profusely and tells them Southern Provisions has run out of grouper and only has
shrimp as an entrée selection. Several in the remaining group of friends do not like
shrimp, and decide to order side dishes in place of the entree. Fred grows even more
anxious as he knows the dinner is not off to a good start, and may even be doomed.
The friends file back outside to wait for the food. Some of the guests stay inside to
sip beer and talk, near the order counter, where there is air conditioning.

21. Saturday

Many more cars begin arriving in the parking lot at Southern Provisions. When the
potential patrons learn of the limited menu, more than half of them leave. Fred feels
like the waves of entering and leaving patrons are casting a pallor over the usually
boisterous friends. Fred knows his friends are disappointed by the venue, because
they have already asked him twice if he would like to go somewhere else. The forced
conversation is getting increasingly uncomfortable for Fred, but he finally breathes
a sigh of relief when the food is served. Fred tastes the grouper he ordered, and is
immediately disappointed as it is lukewarm, overcooked, and under-seasoned. The
side dishes are also unremarkable. Fred sips his beer and tries to make the best of
the situation, but underneath it all he is furious that he trusted an outside reviewer
(not a local) who obviously didn’t have a clue about good food. The friends do not
linger over dinner and leave immediately to rendezvous back at their favorite local bar
in the beach town. They do not speak of the failed dinner again that evening.

22. Sunday

Fred and his friends are enjoying lunch on the deck of the beach house. The
conversation eventually turns to the Saturday dinner. John asks Fred how he ever
came to select Southern Provisions. Fred doesn’t want to relive the dining debacle,
but his friends enjoy teasing him, which only makes him feel worse. Fred excuses
himself from the conversation, packs up and heads back to the city.
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CONTINUED: CREATE PERSONA AND
MAP BLUEPRINT
Once Natalie and her team map the behaviors of Fred’s initial exploration, discovery, selection
and experience of the Saturday dinner restaurant selection at the beach town, they then add
the attitudes and emotions that were present for each of the behaviors. As with Fred’s journey
behaviors, the attitudes and emotions he is likely to have experienced were suggested by research
subjects during the team’s earlier ethnography and focus group research.

BEHAVIORS
1. Tuesday: Fred receives a text message from his friend John (who organizes and
manages the week-end beach house duties among the friends) that the weekend
after next is his weekend to plan the group dinner on Saturday evening at a local
restaurant. The assigned duty is to select a dinner venue, solicit and determine the
number of participants, and make the dinner reservation. The housemates’ rule is
that dinner should be under $50/person, including tax, tip and alcohol.

ATTITUDES &
EMOTIONS

Cool, it’s my turn

2. Tuesday: Fred sends a text message back to John to confirm he will plan the
group dinner on the Saturday after next (e.g., approximately 1 week and 4 days
away).

Optimistic

4. Wednesday: Fred receives reply text messages back from his beach rental
friends that there will be a total of 14 adults for dinner on the Saturday (several of
his beach house-mates are bringing guests), but no real suggestions for a dinner
venue.

Awesome, I have
a big audience to
impress

3. Tuesday: Fred begins by sending his five friends a text to ask for the dinner
count for that specific Saturday, as well as to offer any suggestions for a venue.

5. Wednesday: Fred posts notes out on Facebook and Instagram, asking friends for
dinner recommendations in the nearby beach town.

6. Thursday: Fred receives only two suggestions from his Facebook and Instagram I can do better
posts, but as a self-proclaimed foodie he considers both restaurants to be
unacceptable.

7. Thursday: Fred returns home late from work and starts thinking about the group It’s harder than I
dinner he is supposed to plan. He is becoming anxious about finding a great venue, thought
as he wants his friends to have a great meal. Even though it’s late and he’s already
in bed, he grabs his mobile phone and opens the Instagram page for the beach
town wine and food festival from previous years for possible venues to consider. At
the same time, Fred opens the Yelp! application for a cross-reference.
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8. Thursday: After trolling through the Instagram page for the beach town wine
and food festival, Fred favorites a few interesting restaurant possibilities and marks
them in Yelp! to explore in more detail in the morning. Before he turns out the
light, he sends a Facebook messenger note to a journalist friend of his who works
on the lifestyle and travel desk for the local TV station to see if she may have a
recommendation.
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ATTITUDES &
EMOTIONS

9. Friday: Fred searches online for “best seafood dives in the South” hoping that
one of these will be close enough to the beach house they have rented. He finds
a 2015 list from Coastal Living magazine, and discovers that there is a restaurant
on the list called Southern Provisions that is a 30-minute drive from the beach
house. Fred looks up Southern Provisions on Yelp! and discovers that it has gotten
fair reviews, though not excellent. He is undeterred by the lukewarm ratings and
reviews the menu on Yelp!. He favorites the restaurant and plans to call later to
make a reservation.

Euphoria! Look at
me, I am totally
like Guy Fieri on
“Diners, Drive-Ins
and Dives”

11. Saturday: The group dinner arranged by one of Fred’s other mates is at a BBQ
place called “Pig’s Rule.” Although Fred thinks the food is average, the dinner is
fun, relaxing and engaging. Fred resolves that next Saturday’s dinner will show his
friends what a “hidden local gem” restaurant can offer. He’s completely confident
everyone will love Southern Provisions and he will one-up his mates.

I can do better
than this

10. Friday: Fred goes directly from work to the beach in the late afternoon. He’s
Confident
ready for a fun weekend with his house mates at the beach, and is excited to tell his
mates that he has a fabulous restaurant planned for the following Saturday, but he
wants to surprise them so he doesn’t divulge any more details. He brags and says it
may be the best meal of the summer.

12. Sunday: Fred returns from another relaxing and fun weekend at the beach. He
makes a note to call Southern Provisions in the morning to make a reservation and
finalize plans for the following Saturday.
13. Monday: It’s a long day at work and when Fred does call Southern Provisions
he learns they are only open Thursday through Sunday.
14. Tuesday: Fred’s journalist friend messages him with several restaurant
recommendations: “Pig’s Rule” and “The Landing General Store and Grill.” Fred
ignores the recommendations because he was unimpressed by Pig’s Rule and
already has selected Southern Provisions for the dinner.

15. Thursday: Fred calls Southern Provisions to make reservations and discovers
that they don’t take reservations. Moreover, the seating is all on the front lawn and
they only sell beer (no wine, no spirits). Fred thinks the fantastic food will make up
for these few minor inconveniences and creates a link for driving directions on his
mobile that he can text out to his mates on Saturday.

She’s ignorant if
she liked that

Insecurity. Hope
it’s going to be
okay
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16. Friday: Fred heads for the beach after work. He is so excited for the group
dinner on Saturday, as he believes it will not only be a great group dinner, but also
provide a unique story for his Instagram food blog.
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ATTITUDES &
EMOTIONS
Come on, it’s
going to be fine

17. Saturday: Fred sends a text message at 2:00pm with the driving directions
to his friends for the 7:00pm dinner at Southern Provisions. Fred has planned the
dinner so that he will arrive thirty minutes prior to everyone else to obtain seating.

18. Saturday: Fred activates Google Maps with the driving directions to Southern
I’m concerned
Provisions just before 6:00pm. Fred arrives at Southern Provisions at approximately
6:30pm. The venue has a very small parking lot but is just as charming and obscure
as he hoped it would be. He is so excited to try this new, hidden gem that wasn’t
on any of the tourist lists, maps, Instagram or websites for the beach food & wine
festival. He notices that there are only a few cars in the parking lot, but discounts
the sparse diners due to the relatively early hour and the hot day. Fred enters
the little restaurant, walks up to the order counter and asks to see a menu, which
has only a choice of two entrees (shrimp or grouper), a few sides, drinks and two
desserts. He notices that the menu is different from the one featured online, and
starts to get anxious. Fred goes outside and pulls two picnic tables together to form
one big table.
19. Saturday: Fred’s friends arrive at Southern Provisions and settle into the picnic I’m anxious
tables. Fred passes around the menu and explains that they order up at the counter
inside when they are all ready. His friends immediately begin to tease him about the
brevity of the menu as well as the lack of ambience. In particular, some members of
the group who are concerned with the heat ask to move the picnic tables over under
an obliging oak tree for shade. dinner will show his friends what a “hidden local
gem” restaurant can offer. He’s completely confident everyone will love Southern
Provisions and he will one-up his mates.
20. Saturday: Fred, his friends and their guests go inside Southern Provisions
to order food at the counter. Halfway through the group’s orders, the counter
attendant apologizes profusely as Southern Provisions has run out of grouper and
only has shrimp as an entrée selection. Several in the remaining group of friends
do not like shrimp, and decide to order side dishes in place of the entree. Fred
grows even more anxious as he knows the dinner is not off to a good start, and may
even be doomed. The friends file back outside to wait for the food. Some of the
guests stay inside to sip beer and talk, near the order counter, where there is air
conditioning.

This is going from
bad to worse. I
hope the food
makes up for it.
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BEHAVIORS
21. Saturday: Many more cars begin arriving in the parking lot at Southern
Provisions. When the potential patrons learn of the limited menu, more than half of
them leave. Fred feels like the waves of entering and leaving patrons are casting a
pallor over the usually boisterous friends. Fred knows his friends are disappointed
by the venue, because they have already asked him twice if he would like to go
somewhere else. The forced conversation is getting increasingly uncomfortable
for Fred, but he finally breathes a sigh of relief when the food is served. Fred
tastes the grouper he ordered, and is immediately disappointed, as it is lukewarm,
overcooked, and under-seasoned. The side dishes are also unremarkable. Fred
sips his beer and tries to make the best of the situation, but underneath it all he is
furious that he trusted an outside reviewer (not a local) who obviously didn’t have a
clue about good food. The friends do not linger over dinner and leave immediately
to rendezvous back at their favorite local bar in the beach town. They do not speak
of the failed dinner again that evening.
22. Sunday: Fred and his friends are enjoying lunch on the deck of the beach
house. The conversation eventually turns to the Saturday dinner. John asks Fred
how he ever came to select Southern Provisions. Fred doesn’t want to relive the
dining debacle, but his friends are enjoying teasing him, which only makes him feel
worse. Fred excuses himself from the conversation, packs up and heads back to
the city.

ATTITUDES &
EMOTIONS
What a dining
debacle. Maybe
my friends won’t
notice that the
food is average.

Humiliated. I’ll
never live it down!

Finally, Natalie adds the direct and indirect list of people and things that
played a part in Fred’s journey. Natalie identifies the top 3-5 direct and
indirect people and things that played a mentioned role in Fred’s journey.
• Direct people:
• Direct things: 		
• Indirect people:
• Indirect things:
			
			

Fred, John, dinner guests.
Fred’s mobile, Southern Provisions, beach house, Pig’s Rule.
Southern Provisions counter attendant and tv journalist.
Facebook, Instagram, Coastal Living 2015 list of best seafood
dives in the south, Facebook messenger, beach town food and
entertainment Instagram page.
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EVALUATE, PRIORITIZE AND IDENTIFY
The second step in customer journey mapping is to evaluate, prioritize and identify
opportunities or issues, from the behaviors and emotions identified, that may be selected
for a digital product or service solution. To evaluate the attitudes and emotions, we
assign either positive or negative values to each of the previously identified attitudes and
emotions (from step 1). Once we determine if the attitudes and emotions are positive
or negative, it is much easier to then identify these as positive or negative moments or
interactions in the customer journey.
After evaluating each of the behavior/attitude moments as having had either a positive or
a negative impact, the next step is to prioritize the most important attitudes and emotions,
those that had the greatest impact, then plot these important moments to represent a
graphical “arc of the customer story” to gain a relative view of which behavior/emotion
combination has had the greatest influence on the customer. The moments with the
greatest positive or negative influence are those that have the greatest opportunity or
issue to solve. As marketers, those moments should be central to our value proposition
planning.
To create an “arc of the customer story,” the moments are plotted per the attitudes or
emotions experienced. The arc is created in a relative fashion, such that there are three
guiding horizontal lines: red, gray and green (reference figure 2). The red line represents
the median of all the negative emotions expressed in the customer journey and marks the
bottom or lowest position of the map; the gray line represents the neutral position for an
attitude or emotion, and the green line represents the median of all the positive emotions
expressed in the customer journey and marks the top or highest position for the map.
Thus, from a visual perspective, moments that are above the grey line have more positive
attitudes or emotions associated with them, and those moments that are below the grey
line have more negative attitudes or emotions associated with them. The magnitude of the
positivity or negativity of the journey moments is depicted by the placement of the story arc
points and line. Finally, the highest positive moments that exceed the median green line
can be labeled “opportunities” and the lowest negative moments “issues to solve.”
Once that the arc of the customer journey story is visually contextualized, a marketer can
identify the opportunity or issue(s) to focus upon for a potential solution. The identification
of the opportunity or issue then provides a basis for a marketer to estimate the impact
(via a financial metric) that could be improved for the organization if the opportunity or
issue could be solved. It’s important to estimate the impact a potential solution may have
on a financial metric so that, as marketers, we may determine the impact and viability of
delivering a new value proposition.
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IN ACTION: EVALUATE, PRIORITIZE AND IDENTIFY
Natalie and her team proceed with the next step in customer journey mapping, in which they
will evaluate, prioritize and identify a potential issue or opportunity to solve. The first activity
that Natalie and her team undertake is to assign a value – positive or negative – to each of the
moment attitudes and emotions. For this exercise, they use a smile to denote a positive attitude
or emotion and a red letter x to denote a negative emotion.

BEHAVIORS
1. Tuesday: Fred receives a text message from his friend John (who organizes and
manages the week-end beach house duties among the friends) that the weekend
after next is his weekend to plan the group dinner on Saturday evening at a local
restaurant. The assigned duty is to select a dinner venue, solicit and determine the
number of participants, and make the dinner reservation. The housemates’ rule is
that dinner should be under $50/person, including tax, tip and alcohol.

ATTITUDES &
EMOTIONS

Cool, it’s my turn

2. Tuesday: Fred sends a text message back to John to confirm he will plan the
group dinner on the Saturday after next (e.g., approximately 1 week and 4 days
away).

Optimistic

4. Wednesday: Fred receives reply text messages back from his beach rental
friends that there will be a total of 14 adults for dinner on the Saturday (several of
his beach house-mates are bringing guests), but no real suggestions for a dinner
venue.

Awesome,
I have a
big audience
to impress

3. Tuesday: Fred begins by sending his five friends a text to ask for the dinner
count for that specific Saturday, as well as to offer any suggestions for a venue.

5. Wednesday: Fred posts notes out on Facebook and Instagram, asking friends for
dinner recommendations in the nearby beach town.

6. Thursday: Fred receives only two suggestions from his Facebook and Instagram I can do
posts, but as a self-proclaimed foodie he considers both restaurants to be
better
unacceptable.

7. Thursday: Fred returns home late from work and starts thinking about the group It’s harder than I
dinner he is supposed to plan. He is becoming anxious about finding a great venue, thought
as he wants his friends to have a great meal. Even though it’s late and he’s already
in bed, he grabs his mobile phone and opens the Instagram page for the beach
town wine and food festival from previous years for possible venues to consider. At
the same time, Fred opens the Yelp! application for a cross-reference.
8. Thursday: After trolling through the Instagram page for the beach town wine
and food festival, Fred favorites a few interesting restaurant possibilities and marks
them in Yelp! to explore in more detail in the morning. Before he turns out the
light, he sends a Facebook messenger note to a journalist friend of his who works
on the lifestyle and travel desk for the local TV station to see if she may have a
recommendation.
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BEHAVIORS
9. Friday: Fred searches online for “best seafood dives in the South” hoping that
one of these will be close enough to the beach house they have rented. He finds
a 2015 list from Coastal Living magazine, and discovers that there is a restaurant
on the list called Southern Provisions that is a 30-minute drive from the beach
house. Fred looks up Southern Provisions on Yelp! and discovers that it has gotten
fair reviews, though not excellent. He is undeterred by the lukewarm ratings and
reviews the menu on Yelp!. He favorites the restaurant and plans to call later to
make a reservation.
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ATTITUDES &
EMOTIONS

Euphoria! Look at
me, I am totally
like Guy Fieri on
“Diners, Drive-Ins
and Dives”

10. Friday: Fred goes directly from work to the beach in the late afternoon. He’s
Confident
ready for a fun weekend with his house mates at the beach, and is excited to tell his
mates that he has a fabulous restaurant planned for the following Saturday, but he
wants to surprise them so he doesn’t divulge any more details. He brags and says it
may be the best meal of the summer.
11. Saturday: The group dinner arranged by one of Fred’s other mates is at a BBQ
place called “Pig’s Rule.” Although Fred thinks the food is average, the dinner is
fun, relaxing and engaging. Fred resolves that next Saturday’s dinner will show his
friends what a “hidden local gem” restaurant can offer. He’s completely confident
everyone will love Southern Provisions and he will one-up his mates.

I can do better
than this

12. Sunday: Fred returns from another relaxing and fun weekend at the beach. He
makes a note to call Southern Provisions in the morning to make a reservation and
finalize plans for the following Saturday.
13. Monday: It’s a long day at work and when Fred does call Southern Provisions
he learns they are only open Thursday through Sunday.
14. Tuesday: Fred’s journalist friend messages him with several restaurant
recommendations: “Pig’s Rule” and “The Landing General Store and Grill.” Fred
ignores the recommendations because he was unimpressed by Pig’s Rule and
already has selected Southern Provisions for the dinner.

She’s ignorant if
she liked
that

16. Friday: Fred heads for the beach after work. He is so excited for the group
dinner on Saturday, as he believes it will not only be a great group dinner, but also
provide a unique story for his Instagram food blog.

Come on,
it’s going
to be fine

15. Thursday: Fred calls Southern Provisions to make reservations and discovers
that they don’t take reservations. Moreover, the seating is all on the front lawn and
they only sell beer (no wine, no spirits). Fred thinks the fantastic food will make up
for these few minor inconveniences and creates a link for driving directions on his
mobile that he can text out to his mates on Saturday.

17. Saturday: Fred sends a text message at 2:00pm with the driving directions
to his friends for the 7:00pm dinner at Southern Provisions. Fred has planned the
dinner so that he will arrive thirty minutes prior to everyone else to obtain seating.

Insecurity. Hope
it’s going to be
okay
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ATTITUDES &
EMOTIONS

18. Saturday: Fred activates Google Maps with the driving directions to Southern
I’m concerned
Provisions just before 6:00pm. Fred arrives at Southern Provisions at approximately
6:30pm. The venue has a very small parking lot but is just as charming and obscure
as he hoped it would be. He is so excited to try this new, hidden gem that wasn’t
on any of the tourist lists, maps, Instagram or websites for the beach food & wine
festival. He notices that there are only a few cars in the parking lot, but discounts
the sparse diners due to the relatively early hour and the hot day. Fred enters
the little restaurant, walks up to the order counter and asks to see a menu, which
has only a choice of two entrees (shrimp or grouper), a few sides, drinks and two
desserts. He notices that the menu is different from the one featured online, and
starts to get anxious. Fred goes outside and pulls two picnic tables together to form
one big table.
19. Saturday: Fred’s friends arrive at Southern Provisions and settle into the picnic I’m anxious
tables. Fred passes around the menu and explains that they order up at the counter
inside when they are all ready. His friends immediately begin to tease him about the
brevity of the menu as well as the lack of ambience. In particular, some members of
the group who are concerned with the heat ask to move the picnic tables over under
an obliging oak tree for shade. dinner will show his friends what a “hidden local
gem” restaurant can offer. He’s completely confident everyone will love Southern
Provisions and he will one-up his mates.
20. Saturday: Fred, his friends and their guests go inside Southern Provisions
to order food at the counter. Halfway through the group’s orders, the counter
attendant apologizes profusely as Southern Provisions has run out of grouper and
only has shrimp as an entrée selection. Several in the remaining group of friends
do not like shrimp, and decide to order side dishes in place of the entree. Fred
grows even more anxious as he knows the dinner is not off to a good start, and may
even be doomed. The friends file back outside to wait for the food. Some of the
guests stay inside to sip beer and talk, near the order counter, where there is air
conditioning.
21. Saturday: Many more cars begin arriving in the parking lot at Southern
Provisions. When the potential patrons learn of the limited menu, more than half of
them leave. Fred feels like the waves of entering and leaving patrons are casting a
pallor over the usually boisterous friends. Fred knows his friends are disappointed
by the venue, because they have already asked him twice if he would like to go
somewhere else. The forced conversation is getting increasingly uncomfortable
for Fred, but he finally breathes a sigh of relief when the food is served. Fred
tastes the grouper he ordered, and is immediately disappointed, as it is lukewarm,
overcooked, and under-seasoned. The side dishes are also unremarkable. Fred
sips his beer and tries to make the best of the situation, but underneath it all he is
furious that he trusted an outside reviewer (not a local) who obviously didn’t have a
clue about good food. The friends do not linger over dinner and leave immediately
to rendezvous back at their favorite local bar in the beach town. They do not speak
of the failed dinner again that evening.

This is going from
bad to worse. I
hope the food
makes up for it.

What a dining
debacle. Maybe
my friends won’t
notice that the
food is average.
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BEHAVIORS
22. Sunday: Fred and his friends are enjoying lunch on the deck of the beach
house. The conversation eventually turns to the Saturday dinner. John asks Fred
how he ever came to select Southern Provisions. Fred doesn’t want to relive the
dining debacle, but his friends are enjoying teasing him, which only makes him feel
worse. Fred excuses himself from the conversation, packs up and heads back to
the city.
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ATTITUDES &
EMOTIONS

Humiliated.I’ll
never live it down!

Next, Natalie carefully records each of the moments onto a visual story arc. She evaluates all the
negative emotions and determines the median for these and adds this as the horizontal red line. She
similarly evaluates all the positive emotions and determines the median for these and adds this as the
horizontal green line. Finally, she determines the neutral position (neither positive or negative) and adds
this as the horizontal gray line (please see Figure 2: Customer Journey Arc of the Story). For ease of
presentation, Natalie focuses on the arc of the story from behavior eleven to twenty-two, which represents
one opportunity (positive) and several issues (negative).

Figure 2: Customer Journey Arc of the Story (behaviors 11-22)

Natalie reviews Fred’s customer journey story arc (Figure 2), which begins with a higher positive attitude
of “I can do better,” an opportunity, then consistently declines with negative attitudes and emotions such
as “I’m concerned,” ”I’m anxious,” “Going from bad to worse,” “Dining debacle,” and “Humiliated.”
Because Natalie and her team have created a visual storyline of Fred’s customer journey, they see
that the issues in need of solutions are emotionally negative. The target audience wanting to select
“foodie worthy” food and entertainment at Beach Town will want to avoid the humiliation of making a bad
restaurant or venue selection. Natalie and her team evaluate the financial metrics that could be positively
affected by providing an appropriate curated content solution. The issues uncovered in Fred’s customer
journey arc help them determine that the financial metric most likely to improve with an effective content
solution would be increased advertising revenue.
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IDENTIFY NEEDS, ROLES AND PROCESSES

Step three of customer journey mapping connects functional needs to emotional needs for both the
entire course of the customer journey and the (issue or opportunity) moment need. By keeping the
customer journey’s functional and emotional needs in context with each moment’s functional and
emotional needs, marketers can ensure that the new experience or solution will address both and
thus be more compelling. Marketers use the results of their qualitative research to correlate each
functional need of the customer journey with its corresponding emotional needs. Next, marketers
use the moment need previously identified (from step 2) and then determine the corresponding
emotional needs of the target audience at that moment.
Once the needs have been identified for the journey and each moment, marketers then identify the
key roles and processes of the previously identified people and things that most impact a moment’s
functional and emotional needs. This identification enables marketers to design and create solutions
that involve the right people and things. Typically, marketers strive to limit identification of key roles
(people) and processes (things) to just one to two each.

IN ACTION: IDENTIFY NEEDS, ROLES AND PROCESSES
Natalie and her team determined that the functional need of Fred’s entire customer journey was
to create an outstanding, “foodie” group dinner at the beach. The team also determined that the
emotional needs of Fred’s entire customer journey connected to his functional journey need were
to: (1) uphold a “foodie” image; (2) one-up his friends; and (3) demonstrate affection for his friends.
Similarly, Natalie and her team determined that the most significant, functional moment need, which
occurs at the end of Fred’s customer journey, is for the humiliation from his dining debacle to go
away (friends teasing about the dinner that occurred the day following the dinner). The emotional
needs for this moment, connected to the functional moment need are: (1) reassurance that Fred is
still the resident “foodie”; (2) grace for an obvious mistake; and, (3) trust that he will find the ‘good
foodie spots’ in the future (Please see Figure 3: Customer Journey Identify Needs).

Fred’s Customer Journey
Functional Need

Emotional Need

Create an outstanding Uphold image
“foodie” group dinner One-up his friends
at the beach for his
Demonstrate
friends
affection for friends
Figure 3: Customer Journey Identify Needs

Fred’s Biggest Issue Moment
Functional Need
Humiliation go away/
never choose bad
restaurant again

Emotional Need
Reassurance
Grace
Trust
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Next, Natalie reviewed the people and things from step 1 to determine which of these to identify
key roles and processes at the “moment need.” The role of direct people at the “moment need”
were Fred’s friends and others that contributed to the unreliable online restaurant reviews, and
thus the roles of reviewer and curator are key to solving Fred’s moment need. The role of the
direct things at the “moment need” were Fred’s mobile, social platforms and restaurant review
sites, and thus the process of being able to search, share, validate, archive and curate content on
mobile are key in solving Fred’s “moment need.”

Step 4

SUMMARIZE DESIRED ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS

Step four in customer journey mapping is to summarize how the ideal customer would feel after
the new solution is created and implemented, and to map out the expected behaviors that would
follow. Marketers want to stimulate attitudes and behaviors that serve the target audience as
well as their company’s brand, product or organization, so they must determine which specific
new attitudes and behaviors they would like both the target audience and the organization to
undertake. Summarization helps marketers communicate the destination or outcome that the new
solution should achieve to other stakeholders inside and outside of the organization.

IN ACTION: SUMMARIZE DESIRED ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS
Natalie and her team get together to discuss and review everything they’ve learned about Fred’s
customer experience, and to determine what new attitude or behavior they would like Fred to
have once the organization solves the functional and emotional “moment needs.” They begin by
summarizing Fred’s functional and emotional needs of the moment uncovered in step 3. Once the
team agrees on the articulation of Fred’s “moment needs,” they discuss and debate the desired
new attitude and behavior they want Fred to have post-solution (Please see Figure 4: Summary of
Fred’s Desired Attitudes and Behaviors):
Fred’s New Attitudes and Behaviors:
Moment functional need:
Humiliation to go away/never choose a bad restaurant again
Moment emotional need:
Reassurance, grace and trust
New attitude:			
“Foodie Swagger” from always knowing the best
				
independent millennial food and entertainment in
				beach town
New behavior:			
Subscribe to millennial food and entertainment information
				
service for beach town
Figure 4: Summary of Fred’s Desired Attitudes and Behaviors
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When Natalie and her team reach consensus on the summary of Fred’s desired attitudes and
behaviors, they are ready to turn their attention to summarizing their organization’s new attitudes and
behaviors. The most challenging part of their summary is to determine the organization’s response
to Fred’s “moment issue,” which was to overcome the humiliation of being a known foodie who
publicly chose a bad restaurant. Natalie and her team use facilitated group brainstorming to engage
and inspire each team member to contribute individual ideas, then review and discuss the merits of
these ideas together to determine the most viable solution. Their consensus is that the organization
should become a trusted source for foodies to find independent recommendations for food and
entertainment in beach towns.
Once Natalie and her team identified the most viable idea for the organization, they then connected
this issue/opportunity back to the financial metric they wanted to impact (advertising revenue).
They determined that advertising revenue would be bolstered by the key trend of millennials eating
meals away from home and traveling to beach towns on weekends, ostensibly driven by a strong
economy and shortage of professional labor in the market. Natalie identified the key metrics she
and her team will track to ensure success. Even though Natalie and her team have yet to create the
actual solution, as a media organization they know they will want to increase advertising revenue.
Ad revenue is a primary source of income for most media entities and contributes greatly to funding
content. Another primary revenue source for most media organizations is the income generated by
subscribers.
Thus, Natalie and her team agree that the key metrics they will track will include both advertising
revenue and the number of subscribers. The summary for Natalie’s media organization to have
post solution (Please see Figure 5: Summary of Media Organization’s Desired Attitudes and
Behaviors):
Media Organization New Attitudes and Behaviors
Issue/Opportunity:
Be a foodie hero (trusted source) for independent beach town food
			& entertainment recommendations
Impact:			
Increased advertising revenue
Trend:			
Millennial meals away from home and weekend beach travel
Key Metrics:		
Advertising revenue, subscribers
Figure 5: Summary of Media Organization New Attitudes and Behaviors

Step 5

CREATE, EVALUATE AND SELECT (DIGITAL) SOLUTIONS

The final step in the customer journey process is to create, evaluate and then select a digital solution
that will solve the identified issue or opportunity. The creative development process is generally
conducted as a discussion session with representatives from the target audience. The group
discussions generate many possible desirable solutions for further evaluation of their feasibility and
viability. Each brainstorming session can be conducted as a full size or mini-focus group, facilitated
by either the marketing leader or an outside professional facilitator. The resulting solutions that
meet all three design-thinking criteria---desirability, feasibility and viability---are then candidates for
prototype testing.
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To start the discussion session, a solution brief is created by the marketing director to distill
the customer journey into just three simple criteria: Get, To and By. The solution brief creates
appropriate boundaries for the discussion session to ensure that the group’s ideas are created for
the target audience (e.g., the “Get”), to have the desired attitude (e.g., the “To”) by doing some
desired behavior (e.g., the “By”). A solution brief guides the discussion and helps the marketing
team later determine which concepts are feasible and viable, based on the available resources and
capabilities of the firm.

IN ACTION: CREATE, EVALUATE AND SELECT (DIGITAL) SOLUTIONS
For the final step in customer journey mapping, Natalie creates a solution brief. For Fred’s customer
journey, Natalie has created the following solution brief to be used later in the creative development
brainstorming session:
GET millennial foodies in the metro area (e.g., audience members like Fred),
TO have a “Foodie Swagger” from always knowing the best independent millennial food
and entertainment in beach town,
BY subscribing to some type of millennial focused food and entertainment info for beach
town.
Next, Natalie and her team recruit millennial foodies from the metro area to participate in a creative
development research discussion. From that discussion, many ideas are suggested and discussed,
but after the research participants prioritize and vote on the ideas, five emerge as the most
preferred:
1. A weekly e-newsletter of the “best local independent beach town food and entertainment”
of the week (3-5 recommendations and reviews).
2. A weekly text of the “best bet” local independent beach town recommendation with a link to
a mobile, searchable website of previous “best bets.”
3. An Instagram page of the “best local independent beach town food and entertainment”
week.
4. A [white label] mobile phone application of the “best local independent beach town food
and entertainment” curated by members who are local experts; the app should allow users
to search, create lists, follow favorites and link to restaurant locations, menus, lists and
feedback as well as to social media. The app would also be paired with a weekly e-newsletter
to subscribers of the “best bets” texts, and feature a story from the digital edition of the local
news. The app will cost the organization approximately $1,500/month, and revenues from
advertising sold within it will be returned to the news organization.
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5.
A [white label] mobile content creation platform that focuses on the “best local
independent beach town food and entertainment.” The platform would be curated by both the
marketing director/news organization and local experts. The mobile content creator will cost
$4.99 to set up, and can provide search, list creation, a follow function and links to restaurant
locations, menus, lists and feedback, as well as to social media. The revenues from advertising
sold to feature on the content creation platform are returned to the news organization.

From the five possibilities suggested by the research participants, Natalie and her team evaluated
which might improve Fred’s customer journey and biggest “issue moment.” A quick review of the
functional and emotional needs revealed in the customer journey map, as well as the biggest issue
function and emotional needs, reveals that solutions four (e.g., white label a mobile app…) and five
(e.g., white label mobile content creation platform) are most likely be seen as desirable by potential
users. A close alternative in likely desirability was solution two, the weekly text of “best bets.” Natalie
added the prism of feasibility and viability to the top two concept possibilities, especially considering the
available organization’s resources and capabilities. After careful evaluation and consideration, Natalie
determined that solution five had the highest feasibility and viability; it would cost less than the other
two options but generate higher predicted advertising revenue and subscriptions.
Natalie summarized the final recommended solution (Figure 6: Customer Journey Mapping
Recommendation Brief) to senior leadership for approval. Her use of contemporary customer journey
mapping led to the creation and launch of a successful content product for her media organization, one
that generated a significantly positive return on investment after just 11 months.

WE BELIEVE

That an integrated and supported Beach Town Food and
entertainment curation program…

WILL SOLVE

Fred’s need to select “foodie worthy” food and entertainment
at Beach Town and never feel the humiliation of making a bad
restaurant or venue selection again.

ENABLED BY

A white label mobile curated content platform for Beach Town
food and entertainment, coupled with a weekly proactive “best
bets” Instagram feed, e-newsletter and feature article

RESULTING IN

Fred having “Foodie Swagger” by trusting the news
organization’s curated food and entertainment platform,
resulting in Fred sharing with his friends, thereby increasing
audience and advertising revenue.

Figure 6: Customer Journey Mapping Recommendation Brief
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